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slide 2 - classic challenge

1. Introduction

Particle Data Group           Figure 52.1      
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slide 3 - IceCube

Ice Cube data 
[IceCube Collaboration, Phys. Rev. D 104, 022001 (2021);  arXiv:2011.03560v1]

  

Measurements of σ † for 4 ranges of Eν     † CC, ν&ν , isoscalar

The dashed curve = Theory = the CSMS Model
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slide 4 - νN DIS 

1b. Neutrino-nucleon deep inelastic scattering

                       

• Eight nucleon cross sections
2 projectiles  ;  2 targets  ;  2 interactions
ν and ν            ;  p and n    ;  CC and NC

• Four “isoscalar nucleon cross sections” σi = 1
2  ( σp + σn)

• Nuclear cross sections, e.g., σO  (Z=8,A=16) or σFe (Z=26,A=56)



slide 5 - differential cross sections

Differential cross sections, global analysis of QCD, PDFs
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Data (CCFR, NuTeV) ⟹ determination of PDF’s and their uncertainties.

● The CSMS model † (on which the IceCube Collaboration relies)

† HERAPDF1.5 + NLO PDFs + pre-LHC data

● This CTEQ-TEA model ‡ (based on CT18 global analysis)

‡ NNLO PDFs + LHC data + CTEQ uncertainties + nuclear effects.



 slide 2.1 CC figs 

2. The CT18 calculations of high-energy
neutrino-nucleon cross sections

First I’ll show our results; then comment how.

σ( ν or ν , CC, i ) results :
                                  σ(E)                                   σ(E)/E 

s = 2mEν
Similarly, the NC cross sections ⟶ important but small differences.
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 slide 2.2 CC figs 

PDF uncertainties for CC cross sections                                  



  slide 2.3

Comparing cross sections                                                       

There are too many comparisons to show them all.
But for example...  Compare a proton target to an “isoscalar target”;
For example, neutrino projectiles, p and n targets:
σp = σ(ν + p ⟶  l - + X)     ◼     σn = σ(ν + n ⟶  l - + Y)     ◼     σI  = 1

2
 ( σp + σn ) 

           Consider this ratio     Rp/I = 
σp
σI

      vs Eν



slide 2.4

These figures show our final results; Tables are provided. 

  central predictions   

the CT18 uncertainties      



slide 3.1 Comments

3. Comments on the Calculations

1/ Small-x Partons

σDIS,total(Eν) =  ∫ 0
2m Eν ⅆQ2  ∫0

1ⅆx   
d2 σ

dx dQ2  (x, Q^2) ,

but PDF's are only published for Q > Qmin and x > xmin.
And for UHE ν the important range of x extends to very small x; ~10-9 . 
∃ a practical problem, and physics questions.  

2/ NNLO QCD perturbation theory

The CT18 Global Analysis of QCD provides NNLO PDFs,
and a complete set of uncertainties (eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix). 
• But ∃ different treatments for parton masses ( ZM-VFN, GM-VFN, S-ACOT-χ )
• Also some N3LO corrections are known (APFEL, HELL)

Extensive studies are described in the paper.

Daniel  Stump
cf. talk by Keping Xie
earlier in WG2 



slide 3.3   

In the end, we made some choices...

( CT18NNLO, nf  = 6, N3LO’, NL_Lx )

and provide Tables of ...

     σνI
CC(Eν),  σν I

CC(Eν),  RνO:I
CC  , RνO:I

CC  and δσ and δR

     σνI
NC(Eν),  σν I

NC(Eν),  RνO:I
NC  , RνO:I

NC  and δσ and δR



The IceCube Collaboration has consistently used the CSMS model
of neutrino-nucleon cross sections.

3/ Comparing the CT18 and CSMS models   for   102 GeV < Eν < 1012 GeV 

■ Plot ratios of other cross sections to the CT18 central prediction.
Red = the CT18 uncertainty band;  Blue = the CSMS Model w/ unc. band;
Green = a calculation with nuclear PDF’s (EPPS21; O-16); 

◼ nuclear shadowing at small x; ◼ larger uncertainties than free nucleons at small x;
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EPPS21 nuclear PDFs: K.J.Eskola, P.Paakkinen, H.Paukunen, C.A.Salgado,
Eur. Phys. J. C82, 413 (2022) ; arXiv:2112:12462[hep-ph] 



Similarly,

■ ■ ■

∃ observable differences between the CT18 and CSMS 
predictions of σ(E), ranging from 5 ~ 20 percent for CC; 
◼ σ(CT18) < σ(CSMS);  ◼ the CT18 uncertainties are larger;  
◼ nuclear effects are interesting and uncertain.
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Similarly,

4/ Comparing PDFs : CT18(NNLO) and HERAPDF(NLO)

         Ratio to CT18 central;      10-9 < x < 1

         gluon                                            quarks

    

▮ HERAPDF gluon > CT18 gluon; presumably because the 2 groups used 
different data sets in their global analyses.

▮ HERAPDF uncertainty < CT18 uncertainty;

PDF uncertainty analyses can differ.



Comparing different orders of perturbative QCD 

LO, NLO, NNLO     ÷ NNLO

        



slide 4.1 IceCube

4. Relevance to the IceCube Observatory
The IceCube Observatory   ◼ measure the HE cosmic neutrino flux   ◼ discover cosmic 
neutrino sources   ◼ test the Standard Model   ◼ which depend on νN cross sections.

         

Both CC and NC cross sections are used.
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slide 4.2 

Data from Ice Cube ( ⟶ 2017)
IceCube Collaboration, Nature 551, 596 (2017)   [arXiv:1711.08119v1]

Daniel  Stump
Does this data suggest an excess neutrino cross section?
searching for BSM
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Data from IceCube ( ⟶ 2021)
IceCube Collaboration, Phys. Rev. D 104, 022002 (2021) [arXiv:2011.03545v1]

Daniel  Stump
No evidence here for BSM physics up to E𝛎 = 10 PeV; √s = 4 TeV;
Wanting higher statistics and IceCube Gen2;



slide 4.4 

Instead of a Conclusion Slide...

The Energy Gap and FASERν


